
7500 Gold for 5 winners.
                                   + 2D Style Made in France for 1 winner.
                                                 + 2D Style Made in Italy for 1 winner.
                                      + 2D Style Made in Poland for 1 winner.
30 Days of World of Tanks Premium Account for 2 winners.

Big Raffle if you completed all 3 Chapters of the Battle Pass Season 9
and signed up between the 08/09/2022 and 15/11/2022:

What can you win in the raffle

Take part in the
Battle Pass Season 9 Raffle 
and win additional rewards!

Follow these 3 steps, sign up and 
be one of the 15 lucky winners!

Sign up* between the 08/09/2022 and 15/11/2022 via the
Community Form (click me)
Complete at least one chapter* of the new Battle Pass Season to
enter the Small Raffle.
Complete all three chapters* to enter the Big Raffle.

1.

2.

3.

2500 Gold + 7 Days of World of Tanks Premium Account for 5
winners.

Small Raffle if you completed at least 1 Chapter of the Battle Pass Season 9
and signed up between the 08/09/2022 and 15/11/2022:

*You only need to sign up once using your SPAID. You can complete the rest of the chapters without signing up again.
*You can complete the chapters either in Standard or Improved Pass.
*If you completed all three chapters you will be eligible for both raffles.
*The raffle is only for WoT EU Region.
*Premium Vehicles won in the raffle can not be exchanged and are compensated with in-game credit if you already owned.
*Winners will be contacted between 15/11/2022 and 31/12/2022 and will receive their prizes directly on their WoT account used for
signing up.
*All personal info gathered in the form will be used for the raffle internally only and then deleted 30 days after the raffle ends.

Sign up now and get a chance to win Tier VIII Premium Vehicles, Days of Premium Account
and even Gold!

Learn more about Battle Pass Season 9

https://tanks.ly/3D94LSe
https://youtu.be/QiCBF1grurs
https://worldoftanks.eu/news/general-news/battle-pass-season-9/

